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A STATEMENT ABOUT MY COMMITMENT TO DIVERSITY
What does it mean to be an Israeli man who dedicates his life to the performance and study
of Black American music in the form of jazz? What does it mean to be foreign to a culture
and a place, and yet be part of it at the same time? And how does one ally – as a verb – a
music which is not their own? These are questions I grapple with every time I go on stage to
humbly play the music I love so deeply. These are also questions that, in one way or another,
our students grapple with – even those who might be more comfortable calling this music
their own. Luckily for us all, the number of answers is equal to the number of people
bringing this art into their hearts and souls. And a truth is that our music, whether in
performance or teaching, only grows stronger thanks to this.
Living in big, cosmopolitan cities all my life, I’ve been fortunate to always be part of diverse
communities. It’s also something that I want to be around and to have my daughter grow up
with. I actively try to be surrounded by diversity – of people, of foods, of cultures, of music. I
am honored to have friends and colleagues from different background. I have played music
with people from all over the world – from East Asia, through Africa, Europe, Latin America
and of course the US. I have friends and colleagues from different age groups – band
members who are older, younger, man and woman, more and less experienced than I am,
each in their own way. I have performed with and have friends who are out and proud, and I
also have much love and respect to those who cannot yet be.
This is also true for my teaching experiences so far. At the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music
and in my private studio I have taught people young and old, whether in age or in heart. In
high school camps and competitions in Israel I have taught people who come from means
and people who don’t. I’ve had students in colleges who are the first in their family to make
it there, and also those who continue a proud family tradition. I have taught people from the
“wrong” side of town, and have taught some who never ventured there. People of deep faith
and those who find moral codes elsewhere. And throughout it all, whenever it was needed
and a student could not afford it, I made a personal commitment to give them lessons free of

charge. And a truth is that my music, whether in performance or teaching, only grows
stronger thanks to this.
I am committed to diversity because that is the way I want to live. But this commitment to
diversity in my lifestyle is also backed by actions, whenever I am in a position of power to
support it. That is why, for example, when I was responsible for booking and managing the
weekly masterclass series at UW-Madison I set diversity goals for our guest artists. In a
program that at the time had only one female student and no Black or Latino ones, I felt it
was even more important for our students to hear other voices. It was a profound
experience to see this in action, and I am sure the music, and musicians, coming out of the
program has been made stronger thanks to this.
As an immigrant, both to America and to Black American music, my view is already
different than the hegemony. Yet I also acknowledge that I have many privileges of my own,
and in many instances I am the one with power. I try my best to stay reflective about my
views, seek first to understand, and keep an open and unassuming mind. After all, luckily
for all of us, the number of answers is equal to the number of people bringing this art into
their hearts and souls. And a truth is that our music, whether in performance or teaching,
only grows stronger thanks to this.
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